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Abstract: A simulator and an algorithm for the automatic creation of operation charts based on
process conditions were developed on the basis of an existing comprehensive electric arc furnace
process model. The simulator allows direct user input and real-time display of results during the
simulation, making it usable for training and teaching of electric arc furnace operators. The automatic
control feature offers a quick and automated evaluation of a large number of scenarios or changes in
process conditions, raw materials, or equipment used. The operation chart is adjusted automatically
to give comparable conditions at tapping and allows the assessment of the necessary changes in the
operating strategy as well as their effect on productivity, energy, and resource consumption, along
with process emissions.
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1. Introduction

The electric arc furnace (EAF) process is the main process for recycling of ferrous scrap [1] and the
second most important steelmaking process route in terms of global steel production [2]. EAF process
models have proven to be useful for improving process understanding and control as well as resource
and energy efficiency by providing information that cannot be measured directly during the process
due to the extreme conditions inside the furnace. Numerous models have been developed using
different approaches both for the complete process as well as local phenomena or single process phases.
However, few simulators allow for real-time manipulation of simulations by the user. Logar et al. [3]
describe a simulator based on their process model and the World Steel Association provides an online
EAF simulator on their website [4]. The simulator of Logar et al. [3] is based on a previously developed
process model considering detailed heat transfer [5,6] and thermochemical equations [7] as well as
an electrical model [8], whereas the World Steel Association gives only limited information about
the workings of their model [9]. Other published models run simulations based on predetermined
input data and although they can be used to study different scenarios, they do not adapt to current
simulation results or user inputs.

In order simulate the process independent of plant data and cover extreme cases that may occur
with unusual user input, a comprehensive mechanistic modelling approach is necessary. Several such
models are available in the literature such as those of Bekker et al. [10–12] and MacRosty et al. [13–15]
who introduced some of the simplifications and assumptions that Logar et al. based their model
on, as well as several others that have been published with a varying degree of detail [16–31].
Both Meier et al. [32–37] and Fathi et al. [38] have published models developed on the basis of the
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work of Logar et al. [3,5–8]. With the exception of Logar et al., all these models rely on predetermined
input from measured data and, as far as can be determined from the published information, no other
simulators that provide direct feedback and control for the user are available. Meier implemented
the automatic control of the model on the basis of current simulation results [35], but his model
does not allow direct user input during the simulation. The model and simulator presented here are
based on a further development of the model proposed by Meier [39]. Although the general model
structure and most of the assumptions and simplifications from Logar et al. [3,5–8] remain, the model
has been adjusted for a different solver algorithm [36] and substantially modified [32–34,36,37,39]
making it one of the most comprehensive and up-to-date EAF process models currently available.
The differences compared to the model published by Logar et al. include a more efficient numerical
method for solving the model equations [36], increased detail in the gas phase with additional species
and reactions [34,37], a more comprehensive model of the radiative heat transfer considering the
influence of the gas phase [32,37], the treatment of different carbon carriers [33], and the refinement of
the thermochemical model for the interaction of slag and melt with each other as well as the injected
oxygen and carbon [39].

2. Process Model

The model presented here as a basis for the simulator is essentially the state of development
documented in a previous publication [39]. The model is executed in the MATLAB environment.
Within the model there are eight different zones (i.e., control volumes), each of which is homogeneous
in terms of composition and temperature. Separate energy and mass balances are defined for each
zone. The zones are the (1) solid scrap, (2) liquid metal, (3) solid slag formers, (4) liquid slag, (5) gas
phase, (6) water cooled wall and roof, and (8) the electrode(s). The electric arc is treated simply as a
heat source whereas the air-cooled bottom vessel and lower wall section are represented as heat sinks.
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of all zones and heat sinks/sources within the model.
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meltdown, are considered in the model. Simulation results have been validated using extensive data
from industrial furnaces [32–34,37,39].

The operation of the furnace is characterized by continuous as well as discontinuous mass and
energy flows. For the charging of scrap baskets, the amount and composition of scrap, slag formers,
and coal charged with each basket can be considered with an unlimited number of baskets per heat.
The charging in bulk of coal, slag formers, or alloys without scrap can be accounted for as well by
defining the desired amount and composition and charging it independently. Due to the discontinuous
change of conditions inside the furnace resulting from charging of material in bulk, the integration
is stopped and restarted with new initial values adjusted according to the added material for each
charging event.

The time-dependent model input or operation chart consists of the electric energy input
characterized by voltage and current as well as the mass flows of oxygen for lances, burners and
post-combustion, natural gas for burners, coal for carbon lancing, slag former injection, and off-gas
extraction. The cooling of the wall and roof is determined on the basis of the mass flows and inlet
temperature of the respective cooling water flows. For the simulation based on plant data, these inputs
are determined from measured values or estimates and stored for each heat at the beginning of the
simulation to be evaluated at every time step of the simulation. Additional parameters describing
furnace-specific properties such as the geometry and empirical factors adjusted for each individual
plant are stored in a separate Excel file. Different parameter sets can be defined and automatically
simulated in succession. By comparing the results for different parameter settings, empirical parameters
can be adjusted for different furnaces or process conditions and the impact of parameters such as
the composition of slag formers or coal and gases can be evaluated. For the automatic control of the
simulation as implemented by Meier [35], the masses charged in bulk are predetermined while the
time of charging, mass flows, and electric energy input are determined on the basis of the progress
of the simulation and rules derived from the operation of a real-life furnace. For the simulator, the
operation chart and charging of baskets can be determined by the user during the simulation.

Figure 2 shows the structure of the model with its different modules and the exchange of
information between them. Essentially, the main model runs independent from the type of data
use and the change between the three running modes (measurement-based simulations, automatic
control, and user-input-controlled simulations) affects only the data module and its interaction with
the main model.
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The data module determines both the initial conditions for each basket that are calculated in
the input mass module and the time-dependent input during the simulation that is transferred to
the energy distribution module for each time step. Figure 3 shows how the structure of the data
module and the data that is exchanged with the EAF model when measured data is used. The input
is predetermined for each point of time and together with the geometry and other furnace-specific
parameters determines the input for the model. The validation data is not used directly as model input
but can be compared to model results and to adjust empirical parameters.
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Figure 4 shows the structure of the data model for the automatic control (left) and simulator
(right) modes. Because the input is no longer predetermined for the full simulation, the time and
current state have to be passed back to the data module for each step. In the case of the automatic
control mode, the current input is then determined on the basis of the current set of parameters, rules,
and minimum/maximum values and passed back to the EAF model. In the simulator mode, the user
interface is updated with the current model results and the input for the model is updated with those
set in the interface so that any changes made by the user since the last update are carried over to
the EAF model. Furthermore, for the simulator mode, the selected speed is passed to the model as
an additional input parameter, whereas in all other cases the model always runs with the highest
attainable speed by default.
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3. Automatic Control Mode

The automatic control mode of the simulation implemented by Meier [35] was developed to
evaluate different scenarios such as the use of alternative materials of varying quantity and composition,
for instance, the replacement of coal with alternative carbon carriers and the use of oxygen from
different sources with varying oxygen and nitrogen content, or different operating strategies for the
control of post-combustion, burners, and carbon and oxygen lances. The simulations are automatically
adjusted to reach the predetermined conditions at tapping for all scenarios so that their impact on
energy consumption, operating cost, and carbon emissions can be evaluated.

3.1. Input

Different scenarios for which automatic operating strategies are to be generated and compared
can be defined by the user in an additional worksheet of the Excel file used for the furnace parameters.
First, the masses and compositions of scrap, two coal types, and two slag formers (usually lime and
dolomite) charged with three scrap baskets are defined. Although the input file is currently limited to
this, the model allows the addition of both more baskets and additional types of coal or slag formers.
The scrap composition can be defined separately for each basket. Furthermore, the initial conditions
before charging of the first basket, namely, the mass, temperature, and composition of the hot heel
present in the furnace have to be set. In addition to the values defining the initial conditions and
charged material, the minimum and maximum values have to be set for the electric power and voltage,
oxygen input for lances, post-combustion and burners, carbon injection, off-gas mass flow, slag former
injection, natural gas for burners, and the voltage. The variation of these parameters between the
selected minimum and maximum values over the course of each simulation is determined according
to a set of rules that in turn can be adjusted through the parameters shown and described in Table 1.

One minimum and several maximum values can be given for each parameter. The model
automatically selects all possible combinations and runs a simulation for each case. This can be
combined with the variation of parameters, such as the composition of coal and slag formers, allowing
a large number of scenarios to be simulated and compared automatically.
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Table 1. Parameters for automatic control.

Parameter Unit Description

tstop-delay s Time to raise electrodes and open roof
tstart-delay s Time to close roof and lower electrodes
Vscrap-max % Maximum fraction of furnace volume that can be filled with scrap
Pstart-reduction % Reduction of electric power during bore down (until arc is covered by scrap)
Prefine-reduction % Reduction of electric power during refining (flat bath)
Pwall-reduction % Reduction of electric power when water-cooled wall overheats

Twall-crit K Critical wall temperature for power reduction
Olance-min % Fraction of maximum value during reduced lancing
Clance-burner % Oxygen lancing increased when burner power below this fraction
Clance-bath % Influence of free bath surface on oxygen lancing
Cpost-scrap % Post-combustion reduced when remaining scrap below this fraction
tpost-delay s Post-combustion starting with delay after power on

Cburner-scrap % Burner power reduced when remaining scrap below this fraction
Ccarbon-batth % Carbon lancing initiated when free bath surface above this fraction
Ccarbon-scrap % Carbon lancing reduced when remaining scrap below this fraction

3.2. Control of Operation Chart Parameters

Using predefined rules, the model determines the desired value for each parameter from the
selected minimum and maximum values during the simulation, replacing the fixed operation chart
determined from measured data. The rules are derived from the current operating strategies and
operation charts from the regular operation of different EAF. The simulation starts with the charging
of the first basket and is terminated after the scrap charged with the final basket has melted and
a predefined carbon content and temperature of the melt have been reached. After and before the
charging of each basket all values of the operation chart are set to their minimum (power off) values
for the delays defined by tstart-delay and tstop-delay to account for the power-off time associated with the
raising and lowering of the electrodes, as well the opening and closing of the roof as necessary, when
scrap is charged into the furnace. The condition for charging the next basket is that the sum of the
currently remaining solid scrap volume and the volume of the scrap charged with the next basket
are below the maximum allowed scrap volume Vscrap-max. If no additional basket is defined and the
conditions for tapping are met, all operation chart parameters are reduced to their minimum values and
the simulation is terminated. The charging of the second and additional baskets is triggered by an event
function that constantly checks if the necessary conditions have been met. Initially, once the conditions
are met for charging of the next basket, all operation chart parameters are reduced to their respective
minimum values and the simulation continues until tstop-delay has passed. The simulation is then
stopped and reinitiated with new starting values and continues with a power-off period determined
by tstart-delay and the following power-on period just as with the first basket.

A hyperbolic tangent function is used to allow rapid but continuous changes between states where
necessary. It can assume values between one and zero and is based on a controlling variable and a
threshold. ϕ(a,b) indicates a hyperbolic tangent function that has the value zero as long as the variable
a is smaller than the threshold b, and rapidly changes to one if a increases to values higher than b.
For example, the factor indicating the charging of the next basket would be based on the maximum
allowed scrap volume Vscap-max, the scrap volume in the next basket Vscrap-next, and the actual scrap
volume Vscrap, as shown in Equation (1):

Φbasket = ϕ (Vscrap,Vscrap-max − Vscrap-next). (1)

It would become zero once the free volume is large enough to charge the next basket. Such factors
are used for all conditions and delays defining the operation chart.

The electric power is reduced for the initial period after charging until bore down has progressed
far enough to allow the arc to burn inside the scrap, at which point significantly less radiation is
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received by the wall and roof, and maximum power can be used. Later during the process, power is
reduced once the full bath surface is uncovered and the flat bath phase begins. During any stage of the
process, the power will be reduced if the wall temperature reaches the critical temperature Twall-crit.
The voltage is assumed to be a linear function of the power and the current is determined accordingly.

The oxygen lance mass flow is initially set to the percentage defined by Olance-min and increases
once the burner power conditions set by Clance-burner is fulfilled with another increase to its maximum
value once the complete bath surface is free of solid scrap. The ratio of the first and second increase is
determined by the parameter Clance-bath. Post-combustion oxygen flow is started with the maximum
value once the additional delay tpost-delay has passed and a minimum of 5% of the scrap has melted.
It is stopped once the mass of solid scrap remaining divided by the initial amount of scrap has reached
Cpost-scrap. The burners are started with full power and both oxygen and natural gas input are stopped
once the remaining scrap has reached Cburner-scrap. Carbon injection is started after meltdown of the
last scrap charge has progressed far enough to create a free bath surface as defined by Ccarbon-bath.
Once the melt temperature approaches the desired tapping temperature or the amount of remaining
scrap reaches Ccarbon-scrap, carbon injection is phased out. Oxygen lancing is reduced proportionally
with the reduction in carbon injection.

Off-gas extraction is started at the minimum mass flow and increased with the injection of gases
and carbon. Because the injection of slag formers using lances is not practiced at the furnaces this
automatic control was initially designed for, no rules have been defined for this purpose and the mass
flow is permanently set to zero. The practice could, however, be included by simply defining the
necessary factors and rules, as the process model does include the necessary equations and simulations
based on measured data have been run successfully for furnaces where the injection of lime is practiced.
Cooling water flows and inlet temperatures are assumed to be constant for these simulations.

4. Simulator Mode

Direct real-time feedback and control are necessary for the simulator function. Therefore, a user
interface has to be implemented to control the simulator and display current results while the simulation
is running. Figure 5 shows the currently used interface which displays the simulation time, current
melt temperature, remaining solid scrap mass, and the cooling water outlet temperatures of wall and
roof to indicate the progress of the process. The user can enter values for electric power, oxygen,
carbon, and lime injection, and select burners ‘on’ or ‘off’ to control the simulation. The button
‘charge basket’ allows for the charging of the masses selected for scrap, coal, lime, and dolomite in the
corresponding fields.
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The model allows the display of any value calculated during the simulation, parameters such as
the total energy consumption or off-gas composition and temperature that can be used for control of
industrial furnaces that can easily be added to the display. The same is true for information that is not
attainable for a real-world furnace such as temperatures and energy or mass flows inside the furnace.
Furthermore, every operation chart parameter can be added and manipulated by the user. Values for
off-gas mas flow, arc voltage, and cooling water flows are currently set automatically but could be
added to the interface instead. Simulations are started by charging the first basket and ended using the
button ‘tap steel’. Pressing these buttons during the simulation triggers an event and the sequence of
determining new starting values and reinitiating the integration, which is described for the simulation
using measured data or automatic control.

4.1. Simulation Speed

The EAF model runs simulations significantly faster than the real process times—the process
taking roughly one hour per heat in reality can be simulated in less than a minute using a tabletop
computer (3.4 GHz, 4 core central processing unit, 32 GB random-access-memory). In order to allow the
user to make inputs and evaluate the current results, the simulation has to be slowed down. Therefore,
the simulation is paused after each second of simulated process time, the user interface is updated,
and values changed by the user after the previous update are returned to the process model. The
duration of the pause depends on the actual speed of the simulation and the desired speed set by the
user. If the simulation is progressing slower than the desired simulation rate, the pause is set to the
smallest possible value that allows the user interface to be updated. Otherwise, the pause is held long
enough to allow the simulation to synchronize with the desired simulation rate. The simulation speed
can be adjusted by the user during the simulation.

4.2. Model Adjustments

Due to the different nature of the simulation input, several changes to the model and solver are
required to insure fast and stable operation when using the simulator. When measured data is used
as input, the operation chart values can be interpolated between time steps and the full operation
chart is available at all times. For the automatic control, smooth changes are insured through the use
of a hyperbolic tangent function and the rules remain the same throughout the simulation, allowing
for stable simulation. Furthermore, both the automatic control and measured data from industrial
operation usually insure smooth and consistent progression of the process, whereas with the simulator
erratic user inputs and far more extreme and unusual states can be encountered, posing a significant
challenge for the process model.

4.2.1. Continuity of Operation Chart

When using the simulator, the model has to be adjusted for unpredictable and discontinuous
changes in operation chart values due to user input. Whenever such sudden changes are detected by
the ODE15s solver used for the EAF model, negative time steps can occur, meaning that the solver
will jump back to an earlier time and recalculate with a smaller step-size. Therefore, it is not possible
to always use the value currently set in the interface. Instead, the operation chart is extended with
the current time and values every time the interface is updated, and if negative steps occur then the
previous values are used accordingly.

4.2.2. Pressure Oscillations

In rare cases, usually when reinitiating electric energy input after long power-off periods, the
calculated pressure can start oscillating, causing the simulation to become very slow and eventually
crash. This is caused by a feedback loop from the coupling of leak air ingress with the pressure
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and temperature of the gas phase. The pressure is calculated using the ideal gas law according to
Equations (2) and (3):

P =
RT
∑ mi

Mi

V
, (2)

dP
dt

=
RT
∑ dmi

dt
1

Mi

V
+

dT
dt
∑ mi

Mi

V
, (3)

where P is the pressure, t is the time, T is the gas phase temperature, R is the gas constant, and mi and
Mi are the masses and molar masses of species in the gas phase, respectively. V is the volume of the gas
phase and is assumed to remain constant, whereas the mass of the gas phase depends on the density
and composition of the gas.

The leak air intake is assumed to be a linear function of the pressure inside the furnace, as shown
in Equation (4):

.
mleak−air = a + b(P− c) (4)

where a, b, and c are empirical parameters fitted to match measured data and optimize stability. In some
cases, an increased intake of leak air will cause the temperature to drop, with a resulting reduction in
pressure that in turn will increase the leak air ingress and vice versa. This can lead to unstable behavior
and pressure oscillations with large amplitudes. This problem was addressed by defining the leak air
ingress as a differential variable according to Equation (5).

d
.

mleak−air
dt

= 50(a + b(P− c) −
.

mleak−air). (5)

This allows the solver to detect steep changes in the leak air intake and adjust the time-step
accordingly so that oscillations can be avoided. The difference in simulation results between
Equations (4) and (5) is negligible.

4.2.3. Additional Stability Improvements and Model Acceleration

In addition to the pressure oscillations, certain unusual cases exist where masses would reach
small negative values causing the model to crash. This was rectified by using the ‘NonNegative’
option of the ODE15s solver to insure the necessary adjustments of time-steps when masses approach
zero with a steep gradient and the adjustment of some empirical model parameters, especially in
several hyperbolic tangent functions that reduce chemical reaction rates when the mass of a reactant is
small. Furthermore, the model was accelerated by making the integration more efficient. The ODE15s
solver numerically calculates a Jacobian matrix that leads to a high number of function evaluations
with a single variable changing. By detecting this behavior and using previous results for expensive
analytical calculations, such as the determination of chemical activities and radiative heat transfer, if
none of the relevant inputs have changed, the simulation speed is increased significantly. Furthermore,
the number of function evaluations could be reduced by using the ‘JPattern’ option. Overall this
made the simulation more stable and significantly faster [39]. Crashes or non-physical results such
as negative masses have not been observed with the new model, even with unrealistic inputs and
extreme conditions.

5. Results and Discussion

Validation of the EAF process model using extensive measured process data from a 140 t direct
current (DC) furnace can be found in previous publications where the thermochemistry of the gas
phase [34] and liquid phases [39], the behavior of different carbon carriers [33], the heat transfer [32],
as well as the performance of the complete model [37], were evaluated thoroughly, which is not
reproduced here. The model has also been tested with data from additional furnaces including both
alternating current (AC) and DC technology and has given satisfactory results after adjustment of the
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empirical parameters during preliminary research. Instead, various simulations where both were run
in automatic control and simulator mode were set up to evaluate the model stability and speed as
well as its capability to reproduce existing operation strategies and adjust them for an altered set of
boundary conditions.

5.1. A Case Study for Different Operating Modes

The automatic control was initially adjusted to reproduce the results obtained from simulations
with measured data. Inputs with the scrap baskets as well as maximum and minimum mass flows
were set to match those documented for an industrial 140 t DC furnace. After adjusting the automatic
control to match the simulation on the basis of measured data for the operation chart, a scenario
was tested where the oxygen used for the furnace operation was taken from a different source with
an oxygen content of 40% instead of the 99% used for the initial case, with the remaining fraction
consisting of nitrogen in both cases. The mass flows for oxygen lancing, burners, and post-combustion
were adjusted to have the same mass flow of pure oxygen. Due to the decreased oxygen content,
this led to an increased total mass flow and more nitrogen being injected together with the oxygen.
The operation chart was automatically adjusted to reach the same tapping temperature and maximum
carbon content, resulting in an increased energy consumption (both electrical and chemical) and an
increased tap-to-tap time. The following cases were studied:

• Case 1, indicating the results obtained by adjusting the automatic control to reproduce the
measured operation chart;

• Case 2, indicating the results from the same control settings with the decreased oxygen content.

The oxygen shown in the following discussion is the actual mass of pure oxygen; therefore,
between Case 1 and Case 2 the total oxygen consumption increased by 6.5%, whereas, due to the
increased nitrogen fraction, the nitrogen carried into the furnace with the injected oxygen for Case
2 was 64 times that of Case 1. Figure 6 shows the measured electrical power (real) during the heat
compared to the automatic control for Case 1 and Case 2. The time was normalized using tap-to-tap
time of the measured heat, the power was normalized using the maximum measured value.
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Although the measured value fluctuated, the automatic control gave constant values. This had
little impact on the overall consumption if the mean measured power was selected for automatic
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control. As can be seen from the reduction in power to zero, for the measured heat, the second basket
was charged at about 0.23 process time, whereas automatic control charging occurred at roughly 0.3
for Case 1 and slightly later for Case 2. The time when the second basket was charged depended on
the initial density of the scrap as well as other parameters, which could vary between baskets, and the
progression of the process was not reproduced exactly here. Therefore, the reduction of power and
mass flows associated with the charging of the second basket occurred slightly later in the simulations
when compared to the measured operation chart. At about 0.65 and 0.7, the power was reduced for the
flat bath phase for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the consumption of natural gas denoted by CH4 and injected coal denoted by C
for the measured heat and Cases 1 and 2. Mass flows and time were normalized the same way as in
Figure 6. For the first basket, the burners both in Case 1 and Case 2 showed almost identical behavior
as was measured. Due to the delayed charging of the second basket, burner operation was delayed as
well for the second basket, with a larger delay for Case 2 as meltdown of the initial basket was slower
when compared to Case 1. Carbon lancing started slightly later than for the measured operation chart
and the mass flow was reduced at around 80% of the process time.
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Figure 8 shows the normalized mass flows of post-combustion and lanced oxygen. The oxygen
mass flow for natural gas combustion is not shown as its profile was similar to that of the natural
gas shown in Figure 7. The post-combustion oxygen followed a profile comparable to that of the
burners and showed good agreement with the measured values. With the automatic control, oxygen
lancing was increased for a short period before the second basket was charged. At roughly 60% process
time, the mass flow was increased to its maximum value and reduced again at around 80% for the
flat bath phase until tapping. The measured value showed a smoother progression during meltdown
and fluctuated more during the flat bath phase; however, the general profile and the total oxygen
consumption could be reproduced during automatic control.
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Figure 9 shows the progression of the simulated melt temperature for the measured operation
chart and Cases 1 and 2. The delayed charging of the first basket was visible between 0.2 and 0.4 process
time, as the temperature drop associated with the charging of cold scrap occurred later under automatic
control. Although the temperature profile of Case 1 closely followed that of the measured case and
reached tapping temperature almost simultaneously, the increased energy demand for Case 2 was
visible in the lower temperature during the process and the delayed achievement of the desired tapping
temperature. Overall, the automatic control implemented was able to reproduce the progression
of the heat compared to the measured operation chart and indicate what impact a different oxygen
source would have under otherwise similar conditions, showing the increased tap-to-tap time and
consumption of electrical and chemical energy when the same operating strategies were applied in
both cases.
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Table 2 shows the resulting consumption of electric power, oxygen, natural gas, and coal, as well
as the extracted off-gas and tap-to-tap time for the two cases relative to the values measured for the
complete heat. Again, the increases in electrical and chemical energy used for Case 2 were visible.
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Table 2. Calculated performance indicators for the study cases.

Parameter Case 1 Case 2

Electric energy 1 1.06
Oxygen through lance 1.1 1.17

Oxygen for post-combustion 1 1.06
Injected carbon 0.9 0.96

Off-gas 1.06 1.13
Natural gas 0.99 1.04

Oxygen for natural gas burners 1 1.07
Total oxygen 1.07 1.14

5.2. Speed and Stability

For the simulator mode, the model speed and stability are most important. After charging a basket,
the simulation is initiated and the solver takes 3–5 s to run the initial steps. After this initial delay, the
simulator can be run at higher speed, allowing up to 20 seconds of the process to be simulated per
second of real-time. Therefore, periods during meltdown or refining where no user input is necessary
can be simulated at high speeds, whereas lower speeds can be selected during phases where frequent
user inputs are necessary.

Figure 10 shows the progression of the selected simulation speed and the actual speed attained
by the simulator during an example heat where two baskets were charged and a total process time
of 2646 s was simulated in 272 s of real-time. The speed actually attained was calculated for each
second of simulated process time. For most of the time, the simulation matched the selected speed;
however, there were numerous instances where the speed dropped below the selected speed which
was then compensated by an increased speed until the simulation and the target speed synchronized
again. This never took more than a few seconds and the actual delay between the target time and the
simulation stayed within less than 20 s. The short periods of re-synchronization were barely noticeable
for the user, and inputs could be made precisely at the desired time and state of the simulated process.
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Figure 11 shows the simulated and the target time during the first 55 s of the same simulation.
The delay during initialization is visible at 0–6 s, after which the simulation synchronized with the
desired speed and closely matched the target time. After the initiation of the basket, deviations from
the target time remained small and lasted for no more than 5 seconds.
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Although results obtained with the automatic control and simulator cannot be validated using
measured data, the internal consistency of the model can be evaluated using energy and mass balances.
An energy balance using all heat flows calculated during the simulation yielded and error in the order
of magnitude of 10−10 kWh, which was assumed to be a numerical error and was irrelevant for the
simulation results. The mass balance prepared for each element gave a maximum error of 0.1% of the
respective total mass, which was of no relevance for the simulation results.

The above examples illustrate the potential of the simulator developed. The simulator can be
run in different modes depending on the aim of the simulation and, consequently, the simulator is
applicable for different purposes such as process development, online predictions, and training of
electric arc furnace operators. Simulators of this type are also applicable for dynamic optimization
problems [40] and as soft sensors for evaluating parameters that are crucial for the EAF operators [3].
Another notion highlighting the importance of developing fundamental process models further is the
fact that the computational load of comprehensive computational-fluid-dynamics-based approaches [41]
remains—at least for the time being—too high for online applications.

5.3. Further Research

The Simulator mode allows direct user input and feedback during the simulation through a
simple graphical interface. Although the current demonstrator is limited, all operation chart values can
easily be added and manipulated during the simulation and additional settings such as compositions
of charged materials for each basket could be added. All intermediate results of the model, such as
temperatures, heat flows, and masses, are available during the simulation.

A target value is selected (for example 100 MW of electrical power) for both the automatic control
and the simulator modes, and that exact value was used during the simulation, whereas in reality
many operation chart values, especially the electrical power, current, and voltage, will fluctuate due
to random influences such as the behavior of the electric arcs. In further work, a stochastic element
could be added to introduce such fluctuations during simulations and produce more realistic behavior.
Furthermore, it may be necessary to adjust the density of the scrap for each basket separately to better
reproduce the behavior seen in real-life operation of the furnace.

In addition, further improvement of the underlying process model itself is of course possible.
For example, a better representation of the melting behavior of scrap and adjustments for the use
of other input materials, such as direct reduced iron, hot briquetted iron, or hot metal; improved
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description of the foaming of the slag; as well as the automatic adjustment of model parameters for
different furnaces are possible areas of further research.

6. Conclusions

An automatic control and a simulator were developed on the basis of a comprehensive dynamic
EAF process model that has previously been validated exhaustively using data from industrial furnaces.
The automatic control is capable of reproducing real-live operation charts and adjusting them for
different operating conditions. It can be used to evaluate various scenarios such as new control
strategies, different materials for injection and charging, or the installation of new equipment. The rules
currently used are partially based on parameters that cannot be measured or observed directly in
the real-live process, and adjusted rules that are based more closely on the actual parameters used
in process control such as total electric energy input and off-gas composition may be more useful for
future work. The rules and parameters can be adjusted easily to allow different furnaces and operating
strategies to be replicated and evaluated.

The simulator was shown to be stable and fast enough to run simulations based on user input
in real-time as well as with higher speeds selected by the user with no noticeable delay apart from
a few seconds during initialization after charging. Additional inputs and outputs can be added to
make the simulator more versatile. For use in teaching and training, a more refined user interface and
documentation would also be useful.

Due to the modular structure of the EAF process model simulations based on measured data,
automatic control and simulator input can be run using the same basic model and structure with
changes only necessary to the input module and the evaluation and output of the results, with the
flexible solver algorithm allowing for stable and fast simulations for all cases. The model can therefore
be used to evaluate the current state of the process and identify potential for improvement, to create and
assess different scenarios and operating strategies, and for training and teaching using the simulator.
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